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1.Introduction 
For the time being, the renewable energy (RE) 

considers as a main motivation of an energy division, 

mainly due to its friendly of environments, clean, in 

addition to safe sources of energy [1]. The renewable 

energy’s desire possesses significantly improvement 

during last decades because there are many effects 

deals with a shortage of like a greenhouse and fossil 

fuels. Amongst many sources forms of renewable 

energies, the solar energies as well as wind energies 

consider most widespread and challenging owing to 

technical developments in power-electronics. The 

power generation of photovoltaic (PV) can be 

supposed the best favourable technologies which may 

be used in power electronics systems and countryside 

electrification [2].  The sources of Photovoltaic (PV) 

have been utilized nowadays in several applications 

result from the advantages like a pollution and 

maintenance are free. The demand of solar electrical 

energy have developed constantly over two decades 

by 20% to 25% per annum, that’s essentially due to 

costs as well as prices reducing [3]. PV generators 

are supplying only DC power, so that an inverter is 

mandatory for connecting loads to the generator [4].  
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A basic advantage for better inverter’s power deals 

with it’s capable of providing power with high-

quality, clean and has fixed amplitude AC voltage 

and frequency, nevertheless to the connected load. 

Moreover, a capability of power inverter to have 

quickly recovering from any transient that affected by 

peripheral disturbances in spite of quality initiating of 

power problems [5].  

 

The improvement of power electronics and an 

evolving of new topologies of the converters of 

multilevel, there is a possibility for working with 

voltages less than specific power of devices [6]. The 

multilevel converters (MLI) accomplish switching of 

high-voltage with sequences of voltage stages. MLIs 

can be essentially utilized in applications of medium 

systems or furthermore high power systems, like a 

compensation of static responsive power and also 

drives of adjustable-speed [7]. With a restrictions of 

the presently existing technologies of power 

semiconductor in these applications, a multilevel 

model is typically an exclusive alternative due to its 

cantered on switching low-frequencies with voltage 

supplying and current involvement among the 

semiconductor power [8]. These MLIs may be 

essentially divided to cascaded H-bridge and diode 

clamp, in addition to flying-capacitor structures. 

Amongst all topology, a cascaded H bridge appears 

mainly attractive in applications of higher voltages, 

due to its structure has particularly modular, it has 
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got a soft physical arrangement, with a few numbers 

of components if it compared with another topology 

[9].  

 

Instead, with a low-power schemes (less than 10 

kW), MLIs can be competed with a high-frequency 

converters which uses pulse width-modulation for 

high efficiency applications are of a main 

importance. Furthermore, low costs for both 

switching power besides advanced technology of 

semiconductors, along with a recent demanding on 

great performances inverters preferred with 

renewables energy schemes, could prolonged MLIs 

implementation [10, 11]. 

 

Multilevel inverters consist of group of power 

semiconductors as array and sources of capacitor 

voltages, the output that a voltage generated with a 

step waveform. The switch's commutation allows for 

the capacitor voltages addition, which accomplish 

output high voltage, while a withstanding of power 

semiconductors can only reducing voltages. Inverters 

with single phase leg  schematic diagram can be 

shown in Figure 1 with various level numbers, which 

a behaviour of the semiconductor power can be 

denoted with an perfect switch have several 

positions. A output voltage of inverter's two-level can 

be generated within two levels and inverter's three-

level can be generated three voltages all respected to 

the capacitor's negative terminal and so n levels[12]. 

 

 

Figure 1 An inverter single phase leg (a) 2 levels (b) 

3 levels (c) n levels. 

 

Under these schemes of new generation of electricity, 

it is practicable for implementing interfaces through 

the capability to operate first, in grids connecting 

approach with inserting energy generated by sources 

of renewable for the grids, second as well as in 

islanding mode providing a locally loads out 
connection of grid. These interfaces which can be 

well-known as micro grids are usually collected from 

low voltage systems and may be a medium, and fed 

from sources of distributing generations like micro 

turbines, or PV systems simultaneously with storage 

energies devices in addition to the loads [13]. 

  

2.MLI topologies  
A power converters interface which from a dc source 

toward load or/and toward grid usually contains 

many stages converters: first a dc- to- dc converters 

and second a dc- to- ac converters. A motivating 

alternate explanation may be with a using of a 

converter of one stage wherever a   dc- to- dc 

converter can avoids, also so as to confirm the 

required voltage, arrays of PVs maybe a series panels 

of PVs or maybe an assembly of PV panels  with 

parallel strings. For the two-stage converter at a 

classical solution, the dc-dc converter needs further 

devices for creating a big amounts of conduction 

losses, inactive transient responses and very 

expensive while single stage converter have an 

advantages of: high efficiency, cheap and easy for 

implementation. On the other side, the disadvantages 

are based on actuality that, the connection of PV 

panels are in series so that if any one or more shading 

arises for PV panels, an efficiency is reduced of the 

complete system [14]. 

 

Another topology of converters can be introduced 

which created on connection string of inverters 

(single phase) in addition to discrete DC voltage [12]. 

Figure 2 explains a power scheme of single phase leg 

for the nine levels inverter which has with each phase 

four cells. The voltage of resulted phase can be 

synthesized through the adding of the generating 

voltages by the various cells. A full-bridge inverter at 

any single-phase can be generated three output values 

of voltages: +Vdc, O, and -Vdc. This has become 

possible via connected capacitors in sequences along 

with ac side by four switches of power. A resulted 

voltage will be fluctuated by -4 Vdc steps to +4 Vdc 

steps for the nine levels; therefore the stairs 

waveforms can be approximately sinusoidal, in spite 

of no filtering. 

 

Alternative form of Cascaded ML Inverter utilizing 

standard 2-level inverters of 3-phases which had been 

proposed by Cengelci [15], they used output 

transformer for adding the various voltages to his 

circuit, as explained in Figure 3. The ML Inverters 

output of a three sections must be in synchronization 

with a 120
o
 separation between all phases for the 

output voltages of ML Inverters which can be added. 

That’s main, to obtain an output voltages of three 

level between a, b terminals, a voltage can be 
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produced by Vab = (Va1 – IVb1 ) +V(Vb1 – Va2) 

+V(Va2– Vb2). While the phase between a2 and b1 can 

be supplied with a3 and b3 across the separated 

transformer. For a synchronized three inverters, the 

(Va1 – Vb1 ), (Vb1 – Va2), and (Va2– Vb2) voltages can 

be considered within phase, hence, the level output 

will be basically tripled. 

 

 

Figure 2 Topology of cascaded H-bridge inverter 

(CCT) and related waveforms 

 

 

Figure 3 Three-phase cells of cascaded ML inverter 

 

The simple topology discussed here is collected of 

many H-bridge converters connected in cascade 

form. Figure 4 demonstrates an inverter of two-cell. 

A cascade form topology permits to be used a dc 

sources but have different values of voltage, so 

multilevel waveforms with achievement of high 

resolution and components number comparatively are 

very low [16]. Furthermore, dc sources may be added 

as well as subtracted for increasing the output level 

numbers. 

 

 

Figure 4 Cascaded H-bridge configurations 

 

The arrangement of a rectifier cascaded H bridge 

(CHB) maybe presented as in Figure 5 with n series 

of Bridges, each one comprises 4 switches and anti-

parallel diodes with single capacitor. Then terminal 

voltages Vab, Vbc, Vxn of the rectifier can be given by: 

                      (1) 

Van is the total voltage rectifier ac terminals. Three 
levels of voltage can be generated at every   ac side 

H-bridge: VC, level O, and –VC. Obviously within n 

H-bridges, a generation of (2n+1) levels may be 

obtained on a rectifier ac terminal. 

 

To generate Van= kVC or Van= -kVC , a switching 

states of overall number with m and k stand for non-

negative integers  while a function C (n,k) can be 

considered combinations number of n things 

occupied k in time can be achieved in (2) [9]: 

                 

 

(2) 
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Figure 5 N series cascaded H-bridges rectifier with one bridge  

 

For a power configuration explained in Figure 5 an 

inductance is exist concerning mains sides and 

rectifier side, Lb to be utilized in formation of input 

currents. This configuration maybe worked as a 

double boost converter with n series H-bridge instead 

of a single bridge. Further, it supports the flow of 

power in both directions utilizing four switches for 

any H-bridge.  

 

The exploited CHB’s rectifier is really modular with 

an addition of being extended to different levels of 

voltages and power., the CHB configuration may be 

developed very easily, depend on a equal power 

losses, as well as used minimum components number 

with same condition in contrast with another kinds of 

multilevel converters, but there is only a drawback in 

this configuration represented by dc buses voltage 

balancing once it connected to different values of 

loads. This drawback can be solved by introducing a 

different control technique that is appropriate for 

random number of a series CHBs then power quality 

will be improved. 

 

Finally, a single phase inverter with a topology of 

multi-levels photovoltaic (PV) is presented as shown 

in Figure 6 that can be used in grid-connecting PV 

structures based on a controlled pulsed width 

modulation (PWM) method. This inverter assumes a 

configuration of full-bridges connected to the 

auxiliary circuit and photovoltaic PV arrays can be 

connecting toward the inverter over a converter  dc–

dc boost. 

 

This converter maybe utilized to improve the outputs 

of inverter Vinv to become above    of Vg (grid's 

voltage) for confirming power flowing from the 

photovoltaic arrays to the grids [17]. The injecting 

filter current needs to be sinusoidal and has lower 

total harmonic distortions (THD) . For generating 

sinusoidal current, a pulse width modulation PWM is 

used, because Sinusoidal PWM considers the best 

and effective methods. It can be obtained by 

comparison of a high frequency carriers and a low 

frequency sinusoidal, a constant period of carriers 

and therefore switches have fixed switching 

frequency which are specified by the mixing of a 

carrier with a modulating signal [3].  

 

 

Figure 6 Multi-level single-phase inverter 
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3.Simulation 

With a view to prove that the single phase inverter 

with multi-level photovoltaic can be essentially 

executed for a PV scheme, MATLAB/Simulink 

simulations were achieved. Simultaneous CHB 

multilevel inverters have been executed. The 

Simulating output voltages as well as output currents 

and THD analyses, in addition to the signals of 

generating switching will be established. 

 

The symmetrical CHB multilevel inverters of three 

levels, or five, or seven, and nine will be generating 

by utilizing 4, or 8, or 12, or 16 switches 

respectively. The conforming switching conditions 

and output voltage terminals of 3 and 9 level revealed 

multi-level inverter can be presented in Table 1. 

 

 

Table 1 Switching table of the 3 and 9 level conventional CHB-MLI 

 

V(OUT) 

3 Levels 9 Levels 

S1 S2 S3 S4 S13 S14 S15 S16 

4VP 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 

3VP 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 

2VP 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 

VP 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 

0 V 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 

-VP 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 

-2VP 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 

-3VP 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 

-4VP 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 

 

3.1Three-levels inverter 

CHB inverter of three-level diagram have four 

switching type IGBT seen in the Figure (7- a), these 

switching desires 4 pulses for inverting DC to AC. 

While  from Figure (7- b) ,an indication for  total 

harmonic distortions THDT for  output signals, then 

output voltage with output Current could be seen at 

Figure (7-c), finally 4 PWMI signals can be 

described at Figure (7- d) for switching. 

 

 
Figure (7- a) Circuit of 3- levels CHB inverter 
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Figure (7-b) FFT of 3- level CH-Bridge MLI (THD) 

 

 
Figure (7-c) Out phase current voltage 

 

 
Figure (7-d) Generation of gating Pulses for PWM three level CHB using MATLAB 

 

Nine-level Inverter 

Nine –level cascade inverter circuit has 16 IGBT as 

shown in the Figure (8-a). 16 IGBT necessity 16 

pulses for inverting DC to AC, whereas the total 

harmonic distortions THD for output signal can be 

shown in Figure (8-b), the output Voltage and 

Current can be shown in Figure (8-c), and Figure (8-

d) explains the PWM signal for IGBT. 
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Figure (8-a) MATLAB/Simulink inverter circuit model of nine levels CHB 

 

 
Figure (8-b) FFT analysis of cascaded H-Bridge MLI voltage 
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Figure (8-c) Output phase current and voltage 

 

 
Figure (8-d) Output phase current and voltage 
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4.Conclusion 

The MATLAB based simulation on Simulink have 

been displayed for many various topologies of CHB 

Multilevel Inverter of three levels and nine levels 

inverters where a simple control strategy is applied 

for switching the IGBTs at appropriate conducting 

angles. The total harmonic distortion for each level 

had been calculated and compared. A comprehensive 

figure result of various topologies has been presented 

based on the number of power devices used. From 

the different levels of simulation it is clear that THD 

can be decreased by increasing number of levels 

which validates the proposed control strategy. 
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